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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we analyse the performance of amodel predictive con-
troller for coordination of connected, automated vehicles at intersec-
tions. The problemhas combinatorial complexity, andwe propose to
solve it approximately by using a two stage procedure where (1) the
vehicle crossing order in which the vehicles cross the intersection is
found by solving amixed integer quadratic program and (2) the con-
trol commands are subsequently found by solving a nonlinear pro-
gram. We show that the controller is persistently safe and compare
its performance against traffic lights and two simpler optimisation-
based coordination schemes. The results show that our approach
outperforms the consideredalternatives in termsof bothenergy con-
sumption and travel-time delay, especially for medium to high traffic
loads.
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1. Introduction

By combiningAutonomousDriving (AD) technologieswith communication [1,2], cooper-
ative strategies can be implemented, which augment the capabilities of automated vehicles.
In this paper, we consider such a strategy for coordinating connected and automated
vehicles (CAV) at intersections, where the traffic system is burdened with high accident
rates [3], congestion and energy-waste [4]. Currently, vehicles are coordinated at intersec-
tions with combinations of traffic lights, road signs and right-of-way rules, but with the
introduction of CAVs, the coordination could instead be automated.

Unfortunately, the design of algorithms and controllers for this application is challeng-
ing for several reasons. First, the general problem of finding collision-free trajectories for
vehicles crossing intersections has been shown to be NP-hard [5]. Additionally, imper-
fect predictionmodels, non-ideal sensors and impairments of the wireless communication
channel [6] lead to uncertainties that necessitate closed-loop control. That is, the coordina-
tion must be updated repeatedly by accounting for the most up-to-date information from
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the vehicles. Establishing that such closed-loop systems are stable and persistently safe is
in general a difficult task.

1.1. Solving the intersection coordination problem

The problem of coordinating CAVs at intersections has been surveyed in [7,8]. Most exist-
ing contributions are focused on scenarios where all vehicles are automated, and disregard
non-cooperative entities such as legacy vehicles or pedestrians. A large part of this work
has been performed outside the control community and has relied heavily on tailored
heuristics [9–11]. However, the problem is naturally formulated as a constrained optimal
control problem (OCP), as it involves the optimisation of trajectories generated by dynam-
ical systems, subject to (at least) collision avoidance constraints. A number of contributions
have, therefore, been proposed by the control community [12–35]. However, solving the
coordination OCP includes finding the order in which the vehicles cross the intersection
and the space of possible solutions grows rapidly with the number of vehicles involved.
Most existing approaches, therefore, avoid treating the coordination OCP directly, and
are often based on a mix of heuristics and simpler OCPs. These schemes can roughly be
categorised as Sequential/Parallel or Simultaneous, depending on what type of OCPs they
involve.

In Sequential/Parallel schemes, a priority ranking of the vehicles is typically decided first.
The solution is thereafter obtained by solving a number of smaller OCPs, commonly one
per vehicle, where constraints are imposed to avoid collisions with higher priority vehicles.
The ranking itself is typically the result of a heuristic, where common choices are variations
of first-come-first-served (FCFS) policies.

In purely Sequential schemes such as [12,13] or the so-called MPC∗ [14], the vehicles
compute their solution in sequence based on a decision order, which implicitly reflects the
priority. That is, each vehicle solves an OCP, constrained to avoid collisions with respect to
the (already decided and available) solutions from the OCPs of vehicles preceding it in the
decision order.

In Parallel schemes instead, the vehicle OCPs use predictions of higher priority vehicles’
trajectories. Along these lines, Kim and Kumar [15] propose to use conservative estimates,
based on predicted trajectories resulting from maximum braking manoeuvres. With the
so-called MPC0 solution, Qian et al. [14] suggest constant velocity predictions, whereas
constant acceleration predictions are considered in [16]. Another alternative, suitable for
receding horizon implementations, is to use the predicted trajectories of the higher priority
vehicles from the previous time instant (see, e.g. [17–20] and the so-calledMPC1 [14]). If
the priority ordering is constant between two time instants, this corresponds to a sequen-
tial solutionwith delayed information exchange. A scheme, which uses both sequential and
parallel components, was suggested in [21]. There, a crossing time schedule is first con-
structed sequentially based on an FCFS policy, followed by the parallel solution of OCPs
to compute the state and control trajectories.

Due to the reliance on priority relations, Sequential/Parallel schemes are often ‘greedy’,
in the sense that a high priority vehicle does not take decisions that are beneficial to lower
priority vehicles, if that decision is detrimental to the high priority vehicle itself. As a con-
sequence, the effort required to resolve difficult conflicts is typically pushed ‘downwards’
in the priority hierarchy. Although sub-optimal by design, these schemes are often suitable
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for decentralised implementations with low and accurately predictable requirements on
computation and information exchange.

In Simultaneousmethods, on the other hand, the solution is found through joint optimi-
sation of several vehicles’ trajectories. However, to manage the combinatorial complexity,
the crossing order parts of the solution are typically still found using heuristics. In most
schemes, this is done by first selecting the crossing order using a heuristic (often varia-
tions of FCFS policies), and thereafter jointly optimising the trajectories of the vehicles for
the given crossing order. Such fixed-order joint optimisation was considered in [24–31].
Alternative approaches (e.g. [32,33]) apply local continuous optimisation methods to the
full coordination OCP directly. The crossing order is thus selected by the optimiser, but
depends on the initial-guess provided to the solver. A few contributions propose to solve
the full coordination OCP directly and simultaneously optimise all aspects of the prob-
lem. For instance, both [34] and the benchmark discussed in [35] consider mixed-integer
quadratic programming (MIQP) formulations of the problem, returning both the optimal
trajectories and crossing order. Although such approaches are able to find optimal solu-
tions, they typically scale poorly with the problem size (i.e. number of vehicles) and are
therefore practically limited to small problem instances.

While Simultaneous approaches, in general, optimise over a larger set of solutions
than their Sequential/Parallel counterparts, their application is significantlymore involved.
In particular, since the joint problems must be solved iteratively, the solution is either
computed with standard tools in a completely centralised fashion [24–26], or with iter-
ative, distributed optimisation algorithms [27–31] which rely on repeated communication
between the vehicles and a central network node. As a result, the computational and com-
munication requirements of Simultaneous approaches are, in general, higher and harder to
predict accurately than those of Sequential/Parallel approaches.

1.2. Contribution

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of a closed-loop algorithm directly derived
from the full OCP formulation of the intersection problem, where the optimal solution
is obtained by joint optimisation of all parts of the problem, but performed in two stages.
Similar to most other Simultaneous schemes, we first find the crossing order and thereafter
solve a fixed-order OCP for the vehicle trajectories. However, contrary to the methods
described above, the crossing order is found by solving an approximate, lower dimen-
sional representation of the full problem in the form of an MIQP, which approximately
accounts for the constraints and objective of the full problem. We extend the work of Hult
et al. [27,36–39], by introducing the possibility to add and remove vehicles from the inter-
section scenario, thus simulating the arrival of new vehicles and the departures of vehicles
which have already crossed the intersection. Since our approach is applicable to a vast class
of vehicle models, we first present it in a general form, and afterwards we compare it to
other approaches on a specific example in simulations.

We evaluate the closed-loop performance of the receding horizon application of the
controller on a simulated scenario and compare it with the performance of (1) an overpass
solution where the roads are physically separated, (2) a traffic light controller, (3) a con-
troller based on the sequential solution of OCPs, and (4) a controller where the crossing
order is obtained through a first-come-first-serve heuristic and the trajectories are jointly
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optimised. The purpose of the comparisons is to establish (1) the loss induced by the pro-
posed controller with respect to the overpass solution, (2) the gain with respect to the
traffic light controller, and (3) the performance difference between the cases where nothing
is optimised jointly, where only the trajectories are optimised jointly or where both the
trajectories and the crossing order are optimised jointly.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the
proposed coordination algorithm. In Section 3, we introduce the scenario on which we
evaluate the performance and detail the benchmarks considered. We discuss the results in
Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Optimal coordination at intersections

In this section, we model the intersection scenario and introduce the two-stage approxi-
mation procedure. Both the scenario modelling and the problem formulation are based on
the following fundamental assumption.

Assumption 2.1: No non-cooperative entities are present in the scenario.

That is, we do not consider scenarios with, for example, legacy vehicles, pedestrians or
bicyclists. Assumption 2.1, though standard in the literature on vehicle coordination prob-
lems, see, e.g. [11,12,21,40,41], is restrictive andmay limit the applicability of coordination
algorithms.We remark that our approach can be extended to accommodate the presence of
non-cooperative road users by introducing appropriate models describing their behaviour
in traffic. This is the subject of ongoing research.

Under these assumptions, the coordination problem is informally stated as ‘Find the
control commands for all CAVs in the vincinity of the intersectionwhich result in collision-
free state trajectories that are consistent with the vehicle dynamics, satisfy all physical and
design constraints and maximise performance.’

For ease of presentation and interpretation of the results, we consider only scenarios
like the one shown in Figure 1(a), with two intersecting single-lane roads, where no turns

Figure 1. Illustrations of collision avoidance conditions. (a) Illustration of Assumption 2.2 and the Con-

flict Zones (red boxes); (b) schemeof the SICA condition (3): Ĝi(pi(t)) shownas boxes around the vehicles
and (c) conservativeness induced by rectangular outer approximations.
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are allowed. We remark that the formalism presented in this paper can be applied to more
general settings including multiple lanes [37] and turning vehicles [39].

2.1. Scenariomodeling

While one can model the motion of the CAVs in the intersection with arbitrary accu-
racy, the following assumption, widely accepted in the literature [12,14,17,18,21,32], is
convenient for our problem formulation.

Assumption 2.2: The CAVs move along fixed and known paths and do not reverse.

Assumption 2.2 is not restrictive, as it is reasonable to assume that the CAVs only move
forward in existing lanes, and when the CAVs follow the lane centreline, the assumption is
satisfied. We consider models of the form

ẋi(t) = fi(xi(t), ui(t)), (1a)

0 ≥ gi(xi(t), ui(t)), (1b)

where i ∈ N (t) ⊂ N is theCAV index,N(t) = |N (t)| is the number of CAVs that are coor-
dinated at time t, xi(t) ∈ Rni and ui(t) ∈ Rmi are the vehicle state and control, and both
fi : Rni×mi �→ Rni and gi : Rni×mi �→ Rqi are continuously differentiable. Additionally, the
states are defined such that xi(t) = (pi(t), vi(t), x̃i(t)), where pi(t) ∈ R is the position of
the CAV’s geometrical centre on its path, vi(t) ∈ R+ is the velocity along the path and
x̃i(t) ∈ Rni−2 collects all remaining states, if any.

2.1.1. Side collision avoidance conditions
As illustrated in Figure 1(a), side-collisions can occur between vehicles on different lanes
when they are inside an area around the intersection of the vehicle paths, which we denote
Conflict Zone (CZ). Collisions between vehicles i and j in CZ r are avoided at all time t if

(xi(t), xj(t)) �∈ Br,ij = {
(xi, xj) | Gi(pi) ∩ Gj(pj) �= ∅} , ∀t, (2)

where Gi(pi) is the area occupied by vehicle i in the horizontal plane when the path coordi-
nate is pi. As illustrated in Figure 1(b), a slightly conservative but much simpler condition
can be obtained using rectangular outer approximations Ĝi(pi) ⊇ Gi(pi), such that (2) is
formulated as

(xi(t), xj(t)) �∈ B̂r,ij =
{
(xi, xj) | pi ∈ [pinr,i, p

out
r,i ], pj ∈ [pinr,j, p

out
r,j ]

}
, (3)

where pinr,i and p
out
r,i are the first and last position on the path of vehicle i for Ĝi(pi) ∩ Ĝj(pj) �=

∅ for all pj at CZ r. The conservative distance thus introduced is typically very small (see
Figure 1(c)).

This approach is adopted in several works on intersection coordination (e.g. [12,18,21]),
but is often formulated using auxiliary variables that describe the time of entry tinr,i and
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departure toutr,i of CZ r, defined implicitly through

pi(tini,r) = pinr,i, and pi(touti,r ) = poutr,i , ∀ r ∈ Ri, (4)

where1 Ri ⊂ N collects the CZ crossed by CAV i. Since by Assumption 2.2 vi(t) ≥ 0, we
have pinr,i < poutr,i ⇒ tinr,i < toutr,i and side collision avoidance (SICA) (3) reads as(

toutr,i ≤ tinr,j
)

∨
(
toutr,j ≤ tinr,i

)
, (5)

i.e. either vehicle jmust leave CZ r before vehicle i enters or vice versa. Note that, in order
to formulate SICA conditions, the actual value of the times is not relevant and only the dif-
ference between the times is. Therefore, any convention for defining t = 0 can be adopted,
as long as all vehicles abide by the same convention.

2.1.2. Rear-end collision avoidance conditions
Under Assumption 2.2, rear-end collisions can only occur between two adjacent vehicles
on the same path. By denoting the length of vehicle i as Li and δij = Li/2 + Lj/2, rear-end
collision avoidance (RECA) is enforced by

pi(t) + δij ≤ pj(t), (6)

when vehicle i is behind vehicle j. Condition (6) can be extended to include conservative
(andmore practical) distance keeping policies, e.g. spacing policies with δij = εij + Li/2 +
Li/2, for some εij > 0, either fixed or velocity dependent to include a time headway. We
note that the convention used to fix pi(t) = 0 is irrelevant, as long as all vehicles adopt the
same convention, since only relative distances are required to formulate RECA conditions.

2.2. Optimal control formulation

The optimal control trajectories for all CAVs to be coordinated at time ta are obtained as
the solution of the following OCP:

max
x(t),u(t),T

∑
i∈N (ta)

∫ ∞

ta
�i(xi(t), ui(t))dt, (7a)

s.t. (1), (4), xi(ta) = x̂i(ta) ∀i ∈ N (ta), (7b)

(6) ∀(i, j) ∈ CR(ta), (5) ∀(i, j, r) ∈ CS(ta). (7c)

Here, x̂i(ta) is a state of CAV i at time ta. Set CR(ta) includes all pairs (i, j) of subsequent
CAVs on the same lane, i.e. all CAVs for which rear-end collisions might occur. Set CS(ta)
includes all triplets (i, j, r) for which CAV pairs (i, j) have paths that cross in conflict zone
r, i.e. set CS(ta) enumerates all vehicles and conflict zones for which side collisions are pos-
sible. Vector T collects all tinr,i, t

out
r,i , ∀r ∈ Ri, ∀i ∈ N (ta), and x(t), u(t) collect all xi(t) and

ui(t), respectively. Finally, �i : Rni×mi �→ R is a continuously differentiable performance
metric. We emphasise that OCP (7) optimises over all possible crossing orders through
(5), and thereby, it is a combinatorial optimisation problem.

Problem (7) provides the open-loop optimal solution for the scenario at time ta. If mod-
els (7b) perfectly describe the actual CAVs and x̂(ta) is known exactly, this is the optimal
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solution until time tb > ta when one additional vehicle approaches the intersection and
must be accounted for. Moreover, since (1) does not perfectly describe the CAVs, and x̂(ta)
is typically known with some uncertainty, the actual state-trajectory obtained by apply-
ing the solution u∗

i (t), t ≥ ta will in general differ from x∗
i (t). It could, therefore, be the

case that constraints are actually violated by the vehicles, and collisions are caused as a
result. For these reasons, closed-loop coordination is required in practice, where feed-
back is introduced and all u∗

i (t) are recomputed periodically based on the most up-to-date
information.

2.3. Closed-loop optimal coordination

A (closed-loop) model predictive controller (MPC) can be obtained by solving a discrete-
time, finite-horizon approximation of (7) in a receding horizon fashion [42]. The finite-
horizon problem is solved periodically, based on the current state of all vehicles in the
scenario, whereafter the first part of the optimal control is applied. We employ a piece-
wise constant input parametrisation ui(t) = uk, t ∈ [tk, tk+1], tk = k�t, �t ∈ R+, k ∈ N,
horizon lengthK ∈ N, and amultiple-shooting discretisation of the system dynamics [43]:

xi,k+r+1 − Fi(xi,k+r, ui,k+r) = 0, r = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1, xi,k = x̂i(tk), (8a)

g(xi,k+r, ui,k+r) ≤ 0, r = 0, 1, . . . ,K, (8b)

where Fi : Rni×mi �→ Rni is the (numerical) integration of (1a), such that Fi(xi(tk), ui,k) =
xi(tk+1). Collecting xi,k+r, ui,k+r, r = 0, . . . ,K in xi, ui, respectively, the finite-horizon
performance metric reads

Ji(xi, ui) = V f
i (xi,k+K) +

K−1∑
r=0

∫ tk+r+1

tk+r

�i(xi(t), ui,k+r) dt, (9)

where the terminal costV f
i : R

ni �→ R is continuously differentiable. Collecting xi, ui, ∀i ∈
N (tk), in X, U, respectively, the approximation of (7) reads

max
X,U,T

∑
i∈N (tk)

Ji(xi, ui) (10a)

s.t. (8), (4), ∀i ∈ N (tk), (10b)

pi,k+r + δij ≤ pj,k+r, r = 0, . . . ,K, ∀(i, j) ∈ CR(tk), (10c)

(5) ∀(i, j, r) ∈ CS(tk). (10d)

Further details on the transcription of (7)–(10) are given in [38].

2.4. A two-stage approximation scheme

Problem (10) can be solved as aMixed Integer NLP, but in a real-timeMPC setting this is in
general not tractable. However, an approximate solution can be obtained by the following
two-stage procedure:

(1) Find a crossing order through a heuristic.
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(2) Find the control commands and open-loop optimal state sequences by solving the
fixed-order problem

max
X,U,T

∑
i∈N (tk)

Ji(xi, ui) (11a)

s.t. (8), (4), ∀i ∈ N (tk), (11b)

pi,k + δij ≤ pj,k, k = a, . . . , a + K, ∀(i, j) ∈ CR(tk), (11c)

touti,r ≤ tini,r, (i, j, r) ∈ S(tk), (11d)

where S(tk) is the ordered version of CS(tk), encoding the crossing order given by the
selected heuristic.

In this way, the selection of the crossing order is removed from the MPC problem, and
the optimisation problem solved for the control commands is reduced to an NLP. Unfor-
tunately, all heuristics will in general generate sub-optimal S(tk). To reduce this inevitable
sub-optimality, the heuristic can be designed to take the objective function and constraints
of the original MINLP (10) into account to some extent, for example, as proposed in [37].
There S(tk) is obtained by solving a low-dimensional, Mixed-Integer Quadratic Program
(MIQP) approximation of (10), defined as in (12), where Ti collects tini,r and touti,r , ∀r ∈ Ri;
function Ṽ(Ti) is the second-order Taylor expansion of Vi(Ti), defined as

Vi(Ti) = max
xi,ui

Ji(xi, ui) (12a)

s.t. (8), (4), (12b)

and h̃(Ti) is a polytopic approximation of the domain of Vi(Ti):

max
Ti

∑
i∈N (tk)

Ṽi(Ti), (13a)

s.t. h̃(Ti) ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ N (tk), (13b)

(5) ∀(i, j, r) ∈ CS(tk), (13c)

Function Vi(Ti) is the value function of vehicle i, given the time of entry and departure
from the intersection Ti. Constraints (1b) impose limitations on Ti, such that the domain
of Vi(Ti) is bounded. MIQP (12) finds the times Ti, ∀i ∈ N (tk), that minimise the sum
of quadratic approximations of all Vi(Ti) over polytopic approximations of their domains,
subject to SICA constraints (5), but ignoring RECA constraints (6). The crossing order
S(tk) can thereafter be extracted from the optimalTi. Details on the derivation of theMIQP
heuristic and its implementation are given in [37].

Besides sub-optimality, with the proposed two-stage procedure, it is, in general, not pos-
sible to guarantee (a) that a feasible solution to (11) exists for the crossing order S(tk);
nor (b) that the heuristic will find an order if one exists. This is due to the reliance on
approximations of the domain of Vi(Ti) and the removal of the RECA constraints in the
heuristic. However, due to the safety-critical nature of the application, it is paramount that
the closed-loop coordination is persistently safe, i.e. that the controller does not bring the
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CAVs to configurations where collisions are unavoidable. In the next section, we detail how
this issue can be tackled, if a non-restrictive assumption is imposed on the CAVs arriving
at the intersection.

2.5. Persistent safety

Persistent safety for constantN (t)was established in [38, Proposition 5], in order to extend
such result to a time-varying setN (t), the following assumption is introduced.

Assumption 2.3: When a vehicle i is added to N (t) at time tk, its state xi,k is such that
feasible control commands exist such that collisions are avoided with all other vehicles
already present inN (t) at all times.

Assumption 2.3 is necessary to guarantee the existence of a solution to the coordination
problem. This assumption holds if, for example, vehicles added to the coordination prob-
lem are able (i) to brake so as to avoid collision with the vehicle immediately in front of the
same lane, even if this brakes to its full capacity and (ii) to stop before the intersection. We
can now state the following result.

Proposition 2.1 (‘Nominal’ Persistent Safety): If Assumption 2.3 holds and the approxi-
mate time slot allocation problem and the fixed-order problem are feasible at all times, the
system is persistently safe.

Proof: If a vehicle is removed from N (t), the set of feasible solutions for the remaining
vehicles cannot be smaller than in the case of constantN (t) and does therefore not jeop-
ardise persistent safety. When a vehicle is added to N (t), Assumption 2.3 ensures that it
can execute at least one collision-free trajectory. Therefore, the closed-loop application of
the two-staged controller is persistently safe. �

Due to Proposition 2.1, we can conclude that if fixed-order problem (11) is feasible for an
orderS at time tk, it will be feasible at tk+1 for (a) the same crossing order used at tk ifN (t)
is constant or a vehicle is removed; (b) the order S(t) is updated by adding a vehicle so that
it crosses the intersection after all other vehicles inN (t). The latter option is always feasible
since the added vehicle can stop before the intersection due to Assumption 2.3. Therefore,
if at tk+1 either the calculation of a new crossing order fails or the crossing order is updated
such that fixed-order problem is infeasible, a safe-guard mechanism can be implemented
where the fixed-order problem is re-solved using the crossing order from tk. This entails
the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2 (Persistent Safety): If Assumption 2.3 holds and the safe-guard mechanism
is employed, the system is persistently safe.

A note on stability: Asymptotic stability for the coordination of CAVs at intersections for
fixedN (t) has been established in [38, Theorem 6] under the assumption thatV f

i and �i are
selected such that they provide asymptotic stability guarantees for vehicle i in the absence
of RECA and SICA constraints. The extension to time-varyingN (t) is straightforward and
out of the scope of this paper.
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3. Evaluation scenario and compared controllers

In this section, we describe the scenario in which the proposed controller is evaluated and
introduce the alternative coordination controllers used in the comparisons.

The scenario consists of the two-road intersection shown in Figure 2, with one lane per
direction. There are consequently 4 Collision Zones in the problem, where side-collisions
can occur between vehicles on crossing paths, and rear-end collisions can occur between
neighbouring vehicles on each lane. We divide the area around the intersection in two
zones: the Scenario Zone (SZ), where vehicles are added and removed from the sce-
nario; and the Intersection Zone (IZ), where coordination is performed. All vehicles travel
between their initial position and the border of the IZ without performing any coordinat-
ing action, and the different coordination controllers are applied once the vehicles enter
the IZ. We consider symmetric SZ and IZ, where we denote the entry and departure posi-
tions of the SZ as peSZ and pdSZ, respectively, and similarly denote the counterparts for the
IZ as peIZ and pdIZ = pdSZ. Note that the SZ is introduced to enable arrival of vehicles in
the IZ such that Assumption 2.3 holds. Moreover, vehicles which have left the IZ can still
influence the solution, since they might force vehicles still in the IZ to slow down to avoid
collisions.

Vehicle arrival and removal: The arrival of new vehicles to the scenario is modelled as a
Poisson Point Process (PPP) and we let the time interval d between the arrivals of two
consecutive vehicles on a lane be drawn from the exponential distribution d ∼ λe−λd, with
rate parameter λ ∈ [0, dmax]. Vehicle i is added to the scenario at a time tei with initial
velocity ve at position pi(tei ) = min(pSZ, pj(tei ) − δpsafe), where pj(tei ) is the position of the
vehicle directly in front of vehicle i on the same lane, and δpsafe is the smallest distance
such that a rear-end collision can be avoided if vehicle j brakes to its fullest capacity when
at ve. Finally, the scenario includes both passenger Cars and Trucks, where the vehicle type
is drawn randomly on generation with probabilities pCar, pTruck, respectively, and a vehicle
is removed from the scenario when it leaves the SZ. We denote the time of generation,
type, and position at generation for all vehicles introduced to the scenario over a simulation
length S as the generation pattern. To enable a fair comparison, the same generation pattern
is used on all controllers when the performance is evaluated for a given λ.

Figure 2. Scenario for the performance evaluation.
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RECA before the IZ: To enforce Assumption 2.3, all vehicles outside the IZ are controlled
to enforce RECA even if the vehicle in front applies maximal braking. If the velocity drops
inside the IZ, vehicles outside the IZ will be forced to slow down.

Simulation Termination: The simulation is terminated when the end time is reached or the
scenario is considered congested, i.e. when a new vehicle cannot be added to the scenario
without the risk of violating the RECA conditions. This is the case when the velocity in the
IZ has dropped due to the action of the coordination controller, and significant velocity
reductions have propagated to the start of the SZ.

3.1. Evaluated controllers

We denote the two-stage procedure introduced in Section 2.3 as the MIQP/Fixed Order
(MIQP/FO) controller and compare it to the following four strategies.

Overpass: This scheme corresponds to a physical separation of the roads, and it is used
to remove any cost of coordination. Hence, the Overpass ‘controller’ does not issue any
coordinating action when the vehicles are inside the IZ (and side collisions can occur). All
vehicles travel with the initial velocity ve, which is generated at a safe inter-vehicle distance,
until the end of the SZ.

Traffic light: In this scheme, the red and green phases of the two roads alternate with cycle
time C, without an intermediate yellow phase. The vehicles are assumed to know the times
for both phase-shifts and the intended trajectory of the preceding vehicle. As a conse-
quence, all vehicles move synchronously from standstill after a red-light phase has passed,
but in amanner whichminimises Ji(wi) and satisfies gi(xi,k, ui,k). However, no vehicle takes
any action to favour other vehicles.

Sequential controller: In the Sequential controller, the vehicles decide how to cross the inter-
section in sequence based on a priority ranking. The controller is executed as follows: when
a single vehicle enters the IZ at time tk, it forms its decision by finding the dynamically fea-
sible state trajectory which minimises the objective function, satisfies the path constraints
and avoids collisions w.r.t. the (already formed) decisions of higher priority vehicles. If
more than one vehicle enters the IZ at tk, the decisions are formed in sequence based on
the estimated time of arrival to the intersection when all SICA constraints are ignored.
Note that, as in the Traffic Light controller case, the vehicles do not perform any action for
the benefit of other vehicles.

FCFS/FO controller: In the First-Come-First-Served/Fixed-Order (FCFS/FO) coordination
controller, the Fixed Order (FO) Problem is solved in a receding horizon fashion for all
vehicles in the IZ, using a crossing order selected through an FCFS heuristic: any vehi-
cle entering the IZ is required to yield to all vehicles already in the IZ. If more than
one vehicle enters the IZ simultaneously, they are sorted based on their expected arrival
to the intersection when the SICA constraints are ignored and added to the crossing
order accordingly. Similar ordering policies are used in the FCFS/FO controller and the
Sequential controller. However, as opposed to the latter and similarly to the MIQP/FO
case, the control commands by the FCFS/FO are found through simultaneous optimisa-
tion of all vehicles trajectories. As a result, some vehicles might take actions that increase
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their own objective functions, but yield a decrease for the objective of the scenario as
a whole.

3.2. Motionmodels and control objectives

All controllers use the following prediction model:

Fi(xi,k, ui,k) =
[
1 �t
0 1

]
xi,k +

[1
2
�t2

�t

]
ui,k, amin

i ≤ ui,k ≤ amax
i ; (14)

no model-plant mismatch is introduced and the vehicles’ objective functions are

Ji(xi, ui) = mi

(
Qf
i (vi,K − vr)2 +

K∑
k=0

Qi(vi,k − vr)2 + Riu2i,k

)
, (15)

where Qf
i ,Qi,Ri ∈ R are weighting factors, vr = ve is a reference velocity and mi is the

vehicle mass. Although the prediction model is simple, experimental results indicate that
it can be sufficiently accurate for this application [38].

3.3. Secondary performance objectives

Two often cited reason for using coordination controllers is the reduction of energy
consumption and travel time [12,18,21]. While not explicitly optimised through control
objective (15), we also assess the performance of the coordination controllers w.r.t. these
quantities.

Note that even though quadratic objective (15) does not explicitly describe the sec-
ondary objectives, the velocity deviation term (vi,k − vr)2 penalises low velocities and will
indirectly force the travel time delay δti to be small. Furthermore, the acceleration term u2i,k
is proportional to the square of the forces applied to the vehicles which relates to the energy
supplied by the propulsion system. Keeping the acceleration term small will consequently
yield an energy consumption close to EOPi .

Travel time delay: The delay is evaluated by comparing the time required for a vehicle
to leave the SZ using a solution resulting from the coordination controllers, to the time
required to cover the same distance by keeping the initial velocity ve (the Overpass Case),
i.e.

δti = tdi − tei − pi(tdi ) − pi(tei )
ve

, (16)

where td is the time of departure from the SZ.

Energy consumption: The energy cost of the coordination is assessed by introducing an
Electric Vehicle (EV) modelled as

v̇i(t) = 1
mi

(
Gi

rwi
Mi(t) − bi(t) − 1

2
ρaicdi vi(t)

2 − migcrri

)
, (17)
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where Mi(t) is the electric motor torque and bi(t) the friction-brake force. The model
parameters are the fixed gear-ratio Gi, the wheel radius rwi , the air density ρ, the projected
frontal surface area ai, the acceleration due to gravity g and the air-drag and rolling
resistance coefficients cdi , c

rr
i . The energy consumption associated with the closed-loop

trajectory of vehicle i is calculated as

Ei =
∑
k∈Ki

∫ (k+1)�t

k�t

ωi(t)Mi,k

ηi(ωi(t),Mi,k)
dt, (18)

where Mi,k is the electric motor torque applied between k�t and (k + 1)�t, ηi : R2 �→
]0, 1] is the electric motor’s efficiency map, ωi(t) = Gi/rwi vi(t) is the electric motor speed
andKi collects the time instants when vehicle i is in the SZ. We define the cost of coordina-
tion (CoC) for vehicle i as the energy consumption increase with respect to the energy EOPi
consumed by the Overpass controller, i.e.

ECoCi = Ei − EOPi . (19)

4. Results

In this section, we present the results from the performance evaluation of the different
controllers.We have considered the simulation of 15minutes of traffic for rate parameters λ
corresponding to average arrival rates ranging fromR = 4000 toR = 10,000 vehicles/hour
(1000–2500 vehicles/hour/lane). The parameters used in the simulations are summarised
in Tables 1 and 2.

For all controllers, the interior-point solver fmincon is used in MATLAB� to solve the
NLPs involved, and for the MIQP/FO controller, the CPLEX� MIQP solver is employed
in the first stage of the approximation procedure. We emphasise that a fully centralised
solution is not a necessity and that one could employ the distributed methods of [27–30]
to solve the fixed-order problem. Animations showing the results can be found at [44].
Videos showing how the proposed coordination scheme works with real vehicles can also
be found at [45], containing the material from the experimental validation presented in
[38].

Table 1. General parameters.

Type Symbol Value Unit

SZ Start peSZ −350 m
SZ Stop pdSZ 250 m
IZ Start peIZ −200 m
IZ Stop pdIZ 250 m
Car Gen. Prob. pCar 0.9
Truck Gen. Prob. pTruck 0.1
Initial/Set Speed ve 70 km/h
Discretisation size �t 0.2 s
Prediction Horizon K 100
RECA Safety distance ε 1.5 m
T.L. Cycle time C 20 s
Air density ρ 1.225 kg/m3

Acc. due to gravity g 9.81 m/s2
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Table 2. Vehicle parameters.

Value

Type Symbol Car Truck Unit

Mass mi 1.7 20 103 kg
Length Li 4.8 16.5 m
Width Wi 1.77 2.55 m
Speed Dev. Weight Qi 1
Control Use Weight Ri 1
Acceleration L.B. amin

i −3 m/s2

Acceleration U.B. amax
i 3 m/s2

Gear ratio Gi 7.94 15
Wheel radius rwi 0.35 m
Projected Front Area ai 2.3 4 m2

Air drag coef. cdi 0.32 0.7
Rolling resistance coef. crri 0.015
Max Power Pmax

i 80 400 kW
Max Torque Mmax

i 250 2000 kNm
Max Motor Speed ωmax

i 10 15 kRPM

4.1. Performancemetrics

The performance scores for all controllers are computed as the average overall vehicles that
have both entered and left the scenario during the simulation time. For objective (15), we
define the average closed-loop cost associated to velocity and acceleration

Ĵv = 1
|N c|

∑
i∈N c

∑
k∈Ki

miQi(vi,k − vr)2, Ĵu = 1
|N c|

∑
i∈N c

∑
k∈Ki

miRiu2i,k, (20)

where N c collects the indices of all vehicles that cross the SZ within S. Similarly, for the
secondary objectives, we define the average total cost of coordination and travel time delay
induced

ÊCoC = 1
|N c|

∑
i∈N c

ECoCi (xi), δ̂t = 1
|N c|

∑
i∈N c

δti, (21)

with ECoCi and δti given by (19) and (16). For comparison, we also consider the percentage
change in energy consumption, with respect to the Overpass solution:

Ê% =
∑

i∈N c Ei∑
i∈N c EOPi

× 100. (22)

The efficiencymap η used to determine the energy consumption is obtained from [46] and
consists of a polynomial fit to experimental data. The map is scaled for the Car and Truck
types using the parametersMmax

i , ωmax
i and Pmax

i reported in Table 2.

4.2. Performance results

Figures 3–5 summarise the main results of the performance evaluation. The simulation
termination discussed further in Section 4.3 results in the lack of data-points for the Traffic
Light, and FCFS/FO controller for R>9000 vehicle/h, and the lack of data-points for the
Sequential scheme for R>6500 vehicles/h.
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Figure 3. Components of the quadratic objective. T.L. denotes the traffic light controller.

Figure 4. Energy cost of coordination: percentage increase Ê% (solid line, right axis); and CoC increase
ÊCoC (pale lines, left axis). Colour coding as in Figure 3.

Figure 5. Travel time delay compared to the Overpass solution.

Traffic light vs. automated controllers: The difference is rather large for average arrival rates
low enough to not cause congestion. For low arrival rates, all automated controllers give
small increases in energy consumption compared to the overpass solution, induce a small
travel time delay and are orders of magnitude better than the Traffic Light in terms of the
quadratic objective.We highlight in particular the performance of the proposedMIQP/FO
controller in terms of energy consumption: it can handle very high traffic intensities (R =
10,000) with an energy increase not exceeding 40% of the Overpass controller energy. This
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ismainly due to the automated controllers’ ability to coordinate the vehicleswithout forcing
them to stop.

Effect of joint optimisation: The performance of the different automated controllers
increases with added complexity. FCFS/FO outperforms the sequential controller in all
performance metrics. Additionally, MIQP/FO outperforms FCFS/FO in all performance
metrics except the travel-time delay, where the FCFS/FO and MIQP/FO perform closely
for R ≤ 8000 vehicles/h, with close to zero average delay. This is a consequence of the joint
optimisation of the trajectories, which increases the velocity of some vehicles (resulting in
‘negative’ delays), and decreases velocities of other vehicles (resulting in positive delays),
with an average close to zero. This is further illustrated in Figure 6, which shows estimates
of the distribution of travel time delays under the three automated controllers.

A closer look at the vehicle velocities: The results in Figures 4 and 5 are explained by the
velocity profiles in Figure 7. In particular, smaller velocity variations (decelerations) lead

Figure 6. Estimate of the distribution of the observed δti for R = 6000 vehicles/h.

Figure 7. Average velocity (coloured lines) and velocity intervals (grey surface) in a scenario with
R = 6000 vehicles/hour.
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Figure 8. Position-velocity trajectories of one vehicle from the scenario with R = 6000 vehicles/hour.
The grey bar corresponds to positions inside the intersection, 0 being the centre, whereas the grey line
demarcates the beginning of the IZ.

to more efficient coordination policies. The maximum and minimum velocity profiles
of the MIQP/FO are smoother than the ones of the FCFS/FO scheme (see e.g. around
the 5-minute mark). A closer look at one spike is provided in Figure 8, which shows
the position-velocity profiles from the same vehicle for the different controllers. As the
figure illustrates, the spikes occur when the optimal solution to the fixed, FCFS-crossing
order problem strongly accelerates some vehicles through the intersection. While such
manoeuvre is costly, it allows other vehicles to use the intersection more efficiently. Even
though a slight velocity increase also results from the MIQP/FO controller, the magnitude
is significantly lower and is performed well before the intersection starts. This reveals the
MIQP’s ability to select crossing orders that are convenient for the underlying fixed-order
coordination problem.

4.3. Failure of the FCFS/FO and Sequential Controllers

In the simulation with R = 7000 vehicles per hour, the Sequential controller caused some
vehicles inside the IZ to reduce their velocity significantly. In turn, this caused vehicles out-
side the IZ to slow down in order to avoid collisions and satisfy Assumption 2.3. Eventually,
a significant velocity decrease propagated to the beginning of the SZ, such that the scenario
was considered congested and the simulation stopped. For the FCFS/FO controller, the
simulation was stopped after it performed worse than the Traffic Light (c.f. Figure 4).

4.3.1. Causes of the FCFS/FO failure
We first note that the fixed-order problem is expected to assign a relatively higher control
effort and result in larger velocity deviations for Cars than Trucks due to the objective
weighting (cf. objective (15) and Table 2). Regardless of how the crossing order is selected,
the vehicles of the Car type are therefore expected to performmore aggressive manoeuvres
in general, and attaining the maximum and minimum velocities (cf. the velocity intervals
of Figure 7).

However, the magnitude of both control effort and velocity deviations depend on the
selected crossing order: a Car which crosses after a Truck under the FCFS policy could be
commanded to slow down significantly to decrease the total cost, whereas an alternative
order inducing the Car to cross before the Truck would result in a velocity increase. When
the traffic load increases, such accelerations occur farther from the intersection with lower
minimum values, and the lower velocities are kept for longer periods of time.
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Figure 9. Speed profiles of Trucks (dark) and Cars (pale). The solid bars and the two vertical lines mark
the intersection for Cars (dark) and Trucks (light) and the start of the SZ and IZ, respectively.

This effect is illustrated in Figure 9, which presents the velocity as a function of distance
for all vehicles resulting from the FCFS/FO controller for average arrival rates R = 8000,
R = 8500 and R = 9000 vehicles/h, and from the MIQP/FO controller for R = 9000. As
the figure shows, for increasing R, the FCFS/FO controller indeed results in harsher accel-
erations and both lower minimum velocities at greater distances from the intersection and
longer periods of low velocities. Note in particular the almost triangular velocity profiles
of many Cars as the intersection is crossed, which corresponds to periods of (constant)
maximumacceleration and deceleration. This behaviour is primarily seen inCars: the opti-
mal solution is often to first slow down to favour Trucks (due to the weighting of their
objectives with mi) and thereafter to cross the intersection as fast as possible to not block
access for others. Moreover, we note that the velocity decreases closer to the SZ start with
increasing R since safety must be enforced and the FCFS/FO is brought closer to causing
congestion.

Finally, we note that while both the FCFS/FO and MIQP/FO controllers actuate Cars
more than Trucks, the effect is much more pronounced in the former. In particular, the
two bottom plots in Figure 9 illustrate the difference for the same generation pattern and
show that both vehicle types are actuated less under theMIQP/FOcontroller. This results in
smoother trajectories and almost no velocity reduction outside the IZ, thus demonstrating
the benefit of selecting a crossing order which takes the objective function and constraints
into account at least approximately.

4.3.2. Causes of the sequential controller failure
In the sequential controller case, no vehicle increases its velocity to favour another, and col-
lisions are avoided solely through velocity reductions. This propagates backwards on each
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Figure 10. Velocity profiles for vehicles in the scenario with R = 7000, where the sequential controller
failed. Colouring as in Figure 9.

lane and can even be amplified depending on the distance between the vehicles involved.
The velocity profiles from the congested R = 7000 vehicles/h scenario with the Sequen-
tial controller are shown in Figure 10, where significant velocity reductions are present in
the entire IZ, and propagate further backwards until they reach peSZ and the simulation is
terminated.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a closed-loop controller for coordination of automated vehi-
cles at intersections, based on a simultaneous yet approximate solution of an optimal con-
trol problem. We presented simulation results where the controller was compared against
two simpler approaches for automated coordination, a traffic light coordination mecha-
nism and a physical separation of the roads. The results demonstrate that all automated
controllers outperform the traffic light system under low to medium traffic intensities and
that significant gains are achieved with increasing controller complexity. In particular,
we showed that by jointly optimising both the crossing order and the vehicle trajecto-
ries, large improvements are obtained compared to all other considered methods, both in
terms of performance and capacity. This serves as a motivation for considering the more
sophisticated controllers.

We also emphasise that even though the proposed MIQP/FO controller relies on
approximations and is sub-optimal, the cost increase stemming from coordination is
remarkably small, even for high traffic intensities. At the same time, the improvement
over both traffic lights and the simpler coordination mechanisms is large, in particular
for higher traffic intensities. The improvement is obtained at the price of a higher compu-
tational demand, which, however, can be maintained within reasonable limits by a tailored
distributed problem formulation [38] for the continuous part of the problem. The solution
times of the MIQP have also been observed to be real-time feasible, especially when the
amount of coordinated vehicles is less than 30. However, integer feasible solutions with a
small optimality gap were typically quickly computed for larger scenarios. It would, there-
fore, be possible to stop the MIQP solver prematurely while retaining persistent safety, at
the expense of possible sub-optimality. A deeper investigation of such aspects will be the
subject of future research.

Finally, it is worth recalling that the results provided in this paper formally hold in the
nominal case only. That is, the results on persistent safety in Section 2.5 may not hold in
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the presence ofmodel uncertainties, external disturbances andmeasurement noise. Never-
theless, experimental results have demonstrated the resilience of the proposed closed-loop
coordination algorithms. Additionally, the algorithm can be adapted to explicitly account
for uncertainty and, therefore, provide robustness guarantees.

Note

1. In case vi(tini,r) = 0, tini,r is not uniquely defined by pi(tini,r) = pinr,i, but rather by definition tinr,i =
min t s.t. pi(tini,r) = pinr,i. Alternatively, one can modify (1) so that ṗ ≥ ε, for some small ε > 0.
Since vi(tini,r) = 0 will be rarely encountered in practice, we assume vi(tini,r) �= 0 for ease of
presentation.
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